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We are proud to offer this opportunity for our members to showcase their works. This catalog
is provided to facilitate the purchase of these books, giving details on the publication including
order information.
After the National Genealogical Society Conference, Fort Lauderdale, FL, May 3-7, 2016, a copy
of the book was donated to the West Palm Beach Genealogical Society Library in the name of
ISFHWE and the contributing member.
Thank you for participating in our project. Your feedback is welcome. To comment or
request information, please contact Member Publication Project Coordinator Diana Crisman
Smith at ISFHWEBooks@isfhwe.org.
Visit our website at http://www.isfhwe.org

ISFHWE MEMBER: Ron Arons
TITLE:
Mind Maps for Genealogy
AUTHOR:
Ron Arons
PUBLISHER/PLACE: Criminal Research Press/Oakland, CA
PUBLICATION DATE: 2014
ISBN:
978-0-9915806-0-6
DESCRIPTION:
Mind Maps for Genealogy discusses
how to use mind maps (radial outlining
tools) for research planning, logging
research, performing amazing data
correlations and analyses, and creating final reports. Mind maps
are used by corporations for brainstorming, by attorneys, in
education, and by writers to create their stories. They excel at
laying out your ideas and data to improve your creative thinking
skills. They work exceedingly well with unstructured data (which
various different types of genealogical documents provide). Mind
maps allow you to consolidate and visualize your genealogical
data in a more crystallized, understandable way. They help
break down brick walls!
PRICE:
$25.00
TO ORDER:
www.RonArons.com
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ISFHWE MEMBER:
TITLE:

James M. Beidler
Trace Your German Roots Online: A
Complete Guide to German
Genealogy Websites
AUTHOR:
James M. Beidler
PUBLISHER/PLACE: FamilyTree Books/Cincinnati, OH
PUBLICATION DATE: 2016
ISBN:
978-1-4403-4518-0
DESCRIPTION:
Explore your Germanic heritage from the
comfort of your own computer. Trace Your German Roots Online
highlights important German resources on popular genealogy
websites including Ancestry.com and FamilySearch.org, as well as
lesser-known resources. You will find guidance for helpful Germanfocused research websites, including translation help for foreign
language sites, recommended website for accomplishing key
German research tasks, worksheets to log research progress, and
at-a-glance guides to help you identify important terms and
resources.
PRICE:
$21.99
TO ORDER:
http://www.shopfamilytree.com/the-family-tree-germangenealogy-roots-online
ISFHWE MEMBER: Kerry Scott
TITLE:
How to Use Evernote for Genealogy
AUTHOR:
Kerry Scott
PUBLISHER/PLACE: Family Tree Books/Cincinnati, OH
PUBLICATION DATE: 2015
ISBN:
978-1-4403-4383-4
DESCRIPTION:
Harness the powerful, timesaving
organization features of Evernote’s free
software and mobile apps to manage
your genealogy research. This comprehensive user guide
explains how to organize all kinds of genealogy clues – from
notes to vital records and audio files – so the information is
easily searchable, accessible on any device, and automatically
backed up in the cloud. Step-by-step instructions show you how
to organize research materials, analyze research clues,
collaborate with cousins, and share your family history.
PRICE:
$25.99
TO ORDER:
ShopFamilyTree.com or Amazon.com

Visit our website at www.isfhwe.org for the digital catalog from this and previous
projects, for information on the next Member Publication Promotion Project, for
entries in the ISFHWE Excellence-in-Writing Competition, and more.
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